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Abstract: Deep learning could be a machine learning technique that teaches computers to try to to what comes
naturally to humans. the essential concepts and models in deep learning have consequent from the synthetic neural
network, which mimic human brain’s activity pattern to intelligent the algorithms and save deadly human
labour. Whether or not deep learning is an promising subfield newly from machine learning, it's enormous utilizations
distribution from machine vision, voice and signal processing, sequence and text prediction, and Image processing
topics, altogether shaping the productive Artificial Intelligence (AI) fields. This assessment introduces machine
learning algorithms as applied to medical image analysis, that specialize in convolutional neural networks, and
emphasizing clinical aspects of the sector. The good thing about machine learning in an exceedingly period of medical
big data is that considerable hierarchal dealings within the information may be discovered algorithmically exclusive of
laborious hand-crafting of features. The various significant challenges have emerged; along with the way to analyze
massive datasets and the way to mine and extract new information on image Processing. This paper review the status of
the Deep learning and their applications in Image processing field.
Keywords: Deep learning, Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence and Image processing.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning may be a machine learning performance that teaches computers to try to to what comes naturally to
humans: learn by example. Deep learning could be a key technology at the rear driverless cars, enabling them to
be accustomed to a stop sign, or to differentiate a pedestrian from a lamppost. it's the key to voice control in consumer
devices like phones, tablets, TVs, and hands-free speakers. Deep learning is getting many awareness lately
and permanently reason. It’s achieving results that weren't possible before. In deep learning, a computer model learns to
perform classification tasks directly from images, text, or sound. Deep learning models can do state-of-the-art accuracy,
sometimes beyond human-level performance. Models are trained by employing a large set of labeled data and neural
net work architectures that enclose many layers. The earliest computing was firstly implemented on hardware
system within the 1950s. The newer perception with the more systematic theorems, named machine learning,
appeared within the 1960s. And its newly evolved division, deep learning, was first spoken round the 2000s, and
shortly led to speedy applications in dissimilar fields, because of its extraordinary prediction performance on big data
(Le Cun et al .,2015).
The basic concepts and models in deep learning have derived from the bogus neural network, which mimic human
brain’s activity pattern to intelligentize the algorithms and save tedious human labor (Mamoshina et al .,2016 and Mnih
et al., 2015). While deep learning is an emerging subfield newly from machine learning, it's immense utilizations
spreading from machine vision, voice and signal processing, sequence and text prediction, and computational biology
topics, altogether shaping the useful AI fields (Esteva et al .,2017; Zhang et al.,2016 and Ching et al .,2018).
Medical imaging is that the broad-spectrum name given to the group of techniques and processes developed for
creating anatomical or functional images of soma (partially or as a whole), which are used for both clinical and
scientific purposes. Medical image analysis is one among the foremost significant studies within the field of
medication, since results gained by the analysis lead field professionals for diagnosis, treatment planning, and
verification of administered treatment. Moreover, recent developments in medical imaging methods and medical image
processing techniques provided a major reduction within the requirement for invasive intervention in treatment of a
spread of diseases or abnormalities.
In medical imaging the interest in deep learning is generally triggered by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a
strong thanks to learn useful representations of images and other structured data. Before it became possible to use
CNNs efﬁciently, these features typically had to be engineered by hand, or created by less powerful machine learning
models. Once it became possible to use features learned directly from the info, many of the handcrafted image features
were typically left by the wayside as they clad to be almost worthless compared to feature detectors found by CNNs.
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There are some strong preferences embedded in CNNs based Diagnostic radiography nominates the methodological
conditions of medical imaging and it appropriates the training of medical images.

Figure 1. Machine learning model for medical image.
The radiographer is generally accountable for acquiring medical images of diagnostic aspect, although some
radiological intervention is performed by radiologists (LeCun et al.,1998).
In the field of observation finding, medical imaging comprises a sub-control of biomedical engineering, medical
physics or medicine betting on the context research and development within the area of two instrumentation, image
acquisition, modelling and accounting are usually the bottle of biomedical engineering, medical physics and
engineering science. Research into the function and perception of medical images are usually to preserve the radiology
and therefore the medical sub-discipline relevant to the realm of bioscience under investigation. Many of the techniques
matured for medical imaging even have scientific and industrial applications.
II. DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Recent advances in AI research have given rise to new, non-deterministic, deep learning algorithms that don't require
explicit feature definition, representing a fundamentally different paradigm in machine learning (Le Cun et al 2015 and
Kevin Zhou et al.,2017). The underlying methods of deep learning have existed for many years. However, only in
recent years have sufficient data and computational power become available. Without explicit feature predefinition or
selection, these algorithms learn directly by navigating the info space, giving them superior problem-solving
capabilities. While various deep learning architectures are explored to handle different tasks, convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are the foremost prevalent deep learning architecture typologies in medical imaging today
(Litjens,2017). A typical CNN comprises a series of layers that successively map image inputs to desired end points
while learning increasingly higher-level imaging features. ranging from an input image, ‘hidden layers’ within CNNs
usually include a series of convolution and pooling operations extracting feature maps and performing feature
aggregation, respectively. These hidden layers are then followed by fully connected layers providing high-level
reasoning before an output layer produces predictions. CNNs are often trained end-to-end with labelled data for
supervised learning. Other architectures, like deep autoencoders 96 and generative adversarial networks 95, are more
fitted to unsupervised learning tasks on unlabelled data. Transfer learning, or using pre-trained networks on other data
sets, is usually utilized when addressing scarce data. (Shin,2016)
III. TYPES OF MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning is majorly categorized into three types: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement
learning
A. Supervised Learning: The supervised machine learning algorithms are those algorithms which needs external
assistance. The input dataset is split into train and test dataset. The train dataset has output variable which must be
predicted or classified. All algorithms learn some quite patterns from the training dataset and apply them to the test
dataset for prediction or classification (Kotsiantis, 2007)
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B. Unsupervised Learning: The unsupervised learning algorithms learns few features from the information. When new
data is introduced, it uses the previously learned features to acknowledge the category of the info. it's mainly used for
clustering and have reduction.
C. Reinforcement Learning: Reinforcement learning could be a style of learning which makes decisions supported
which actions to require such the result is more positive. The learner has no knowledge which actions to require until
it’s been given a situation. The action which is taken by the learner may affect situations and their actions within the
future. Reinforcement learning solely depends on two criteria: trial and error search & delayed outcome (Sutton, 1992).
IV. MACHINE LEARNING TOOLS
Cell Profiler: Few years ago, software for biological image analysis only measured single parameter from group of
images. As, in 2005, a computational biologist, Anne Carpenter from MIT and Harvard released a software called Cell
Profiler for the measurement of quantitatively individual features like fuorescent cell number in microscopy field. But,
currently Cell Profiler can produce thousands of features by implementing deep learning techniques.
Deep Variant: Application of deep learning is extensively employed in tools for mining genome data. Verily natural
science and Google developed a tool supported deep learning called DeepVariant that predicts a standard kind of
genetic variation more accurately as compared to traditional tools.
Atomwise: Another field is drug discovery during which deep learning contributing significantly. A San Francisco
based biotech company called Atom wise has developed a algorithm that help to convert molecules into 3D pixels. This
representation helps to account the 3D structure of proteins and tiny molecules with atomic precision. Then by using
these features algorithm can predict small molecules that possibly interact with given protein (Webb ,2018).
Different types of deep learning methods exist like deep neural network (DNN), recurrent neural network (RNN),
convolution neural network (CNN), deep autoencoder (DA), deep Boltzman machine (DBM), deep belief network
(DBN) and deep residual network (DRN) etc. within the field of biology some methods like, DNN, RNN, CNN, DA
and DBM are most typically used methods (Mahmud et al.,2018). Translation of biological data to perform validation
of biomarkers that reveal disease state could be a key task in biomedicine. DNN plays significant role within the
identification of potential biomarkers from genome and proteome data. Deep learning also play important role in drug
discovery (Mamoshina et al .,2016).
CNN has been used recently developed computational tool DeepCpG to predict DNA methylation states in single cells.
within the DNA methylation, methyl groups related to DNA molecule and alter the functions of DNA molecule with
causing any changes in sequence. DeepCpG also used for the prediction of known motifs that are chargeable for
methylation variability. DeepCpG predicted more accurate end in comparison to other methods when evaluation using
five differing kinds of methylation data. DNA methylation could be a most generally studied epigenetic marker
(Angermueller et al .,2017).
Tensor Flow may be a deep learning framework developed by Google researchers. Tensor Flow could be a recently
developed software that accelerates DNN design and training. it's implemented in several improvements like graphical
visualization and time complication. Main improvement of TensorFlow that biology will still borrow from machine
learning, or better still, machine learning will lead the way.
V. APPLICATION OF DEEP LEARNING
The deep learning contributions to the type of function areas in medical imaging. CNNs are put to task for
classification, localization, detection, segmentation and registration in image analysis. Machine learning research draws
a distinction between localization (draw a bounding box around one object within the image), and detection (draw
bounding boxes around multiple objects, which can be from different classes). Segmentation draws outlines round
the edges of target objects, and labels them (semantic segmentation). Registration refers to fitting one image (which is
also 2 or 3 dimensional) onto another. Machine learning system will incorporate some or all of the tasks into a unified
system. it'd be ideal to, in a very single workflow, detect a lung tumor on a CT chest scan, so localize and segment it far
away from normal tissue, and to prognosticate various treatment options, like chemotherapy or surgery. From the
clinician’s perspective, classification ascertains if a disease state is present or not, i.e., is blood present on this MRI
brain scan signifying a hemorrhagic stroke? Localization implies the identification of normal anatomy, as an example,
where is that the kidney during this ultrasound image? this can be in contrast to detection, which suggests an
abnormal, status, for instance, where are all the lung tumors during this CT scan of the lung? Segmenting the outline of
a lung tumor helps the clinician determine its distance from major anatomical structures, and helps to answer a
matter like, should this patient be operated on, and if so, what should be the extent of resection?
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A. Classification: Classification is usually also called Computer-Aided Diagnosis(CADx).
B. Localization: Localization of normal anatomy is a smaller amount likely to interest the practicing clinician although
applications may arise in anatomy education. Alternatively, localization may find use in fully automated end-to-end
applications, whereby the radiological image is autonomously analyzed and reported with none human intervention.
C. Detection: Detection, sometimes referred to as Computer-Aided Detection (CADe) may be a keen area of study as
missing a lesion on a scan can have drastic consequences for both the patient and also the clinician.
D. Segmentation: CT and MRI mage segmentation research covers a range of organs like liver, prostate and knee
cartilage, but an outsized amount of labor has focused on brain segmentation, including tumor segmentation. The
latter is very important in surgical attending to determine the precise boundaries of the tumor so as to direct surgical
resection. Sacrificing an excessive amount of of eloquent brain areas during surgery would cause neurological
deficits like limb weakness, numbness and cognitive impairment. Traditionally, medical anatomical segmentation was
done by hand, with a clinician drawing outlines slice by go a whole MRI or CT volume stack, therefore it's ideal to
implement an answer that automates this laborious task.
E. Registration: Registration (i.e. spatial alignment) of medical images could be a common image analysis task within
which a coordinate transform is calculated from one medical image to a different. Often this can be performed in an
iterative framework where a selected form of (non-) parametric transformation is assumed and a pre-determined metric
(e.g. L2-norm) is optimized. Although segmentation and lesion detection are more popular topics for deep learning,
researchers have found that deep networks is beneficial in getting the simplest possible registration performance.
Broadly speaking, two strategies are prevalent in current literature: (1) using deep-learning networks to estimate a
similarity measure for 2 images to drive an iterative optimization strategy, and (2) to directly predict transformation
parameters using deep regression networks.
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 1:Deep learning techniques for brain image analysis.
Method Remarks
ANN
AD/MCI/HC classification; Multi-modal stacked deep polynomial networks with an SVM
classifier on top using MRI and PET (Shi et al., 2017).
SAE
MCI/HC classification of fMRI data; Stacked auto-encoders for feature extraction, HMM as a
generative model on top (Suk et al. ,2016)
DBN
Schizophrenia/NH classification; DBN pre-training followed by supervised fine-tuning (Pinaya
et al. 2016)
CNN
AD/MCI/HC classification; 3D CNN pre-trained with sparse auto-encoders (Payan and Montana
2015).
SAE
AD/MCI classification; Stacked auto encoders with supervised fine tuning (Suk and Shen, 2013)
RBM
AD/MCI/HC classification; Deep Boltzmann Machines on MRI and PET modalities (Suk et
al.,2014)
DBN
Deep belief networks evaluated on brain network estimation, Schizophrenia and Huntington’s
disease classification (Plis et al., 2014)
SAE
MCI/HC classification of fMRI data; Stacked auto-encoders for feature extraction, HMM as a
generative model on top (Suk et al.,2016)

S.No
Method
1
2
3
CNN
4
5
6

Table 2: Deep learning techniques for retinal image analysis. All works use CNNs.
Remarks
Glaucoma detection; end-to-end CNN, the input is a patch centered at the optic disk (Chen et
al.,2015)
Diabetic retinopathy detection; end-to-end CNN, outperforms traditional method, evaluated on
a public dataset (Abramoff et al.,2016)
Age-related macular degeneration detection; uses overfeat pretrained network for feature
extraction (Burlina et al.,2016)
Hemorrhage detection; CNN dynamically trained using selective data sampling to perform hard
negative mining (van Grinsven et al. ,2016)
Diabetic retinopathy detection; Inception network, performance comparable to a panel of seven
certified ophthalmologists (Gulshan et al.,2016).
Hard exudate detection; end-to-end CNN combined with the outputs of traditional classifiers
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for detection of landmarks (Prentasic and Loncaric ,2016) .
Retinopathy of prematurity detection; fine tuned ImageNet trained GoogLeNet, feature map
visualization to highlight disease (Worrall et al.,2016).
Glaucoma detection; end-to-end CNN, the input is a patch centered at the optic disk (Chen et
al.,2015).

7
8

S.No
Method
Nodule
detection
Image retrieval

1
2
3

Pathology
detection
Image retrieval

4
5

Pathology
detection
Pathology
detection
Tuberculosis
detection
Tuberculosis
detection
Bone
suppression

6
7
8
9

S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4: Deep learning techniques for chest CT image analysis.
Method Remarks
Used a standard feature extractor and a pre-trained CNN to classify detected lesions as benign
peri-fissural nodules (Ciompi et al., 2015).
Multi-stream CNN to classify nodules into subtypes: solid, part-solid, non-solid, calcified,
CT
spiculated, perifissural (Ciompi et al.,2016).
Detects nodules with end-to-end trained multi-stream CNN with 9 patches per candidate (Setio
et al., 2016).
Combines features extracted from 2 orthogonal CT patches and a PET patch (Teramoto et
al.,2016) .
2D interstitial pattern classification with CNNs pre-trained with a variety of texture data sets
(Christodoulidis et al.,2017).

S.No
1

Method
MG CNN

2
3

MG CNN
MG CNN

4
5

MG CNN
MG CNN

6
7

Table 3: Deep learning techniques for chest x-ray image analysis.
Remarks
Classifies candidates from small patches with two layer CNN, each with 12 5 - 5 filters (
Lo et al.,1995).
Combines classical features with those from pre-trained CNN for image retrieval using
SVM (Anavi et al.,2015).
Features from a pre-trained CNN and low level features are used to detect various
diseases (Bar et al., 2015).
Continuation of Anavi et al. (2015), adding age and gender as features (Anavi et
al.,2016)
Continuation of Bar et al. (2015), more experiments and adding feature selection (Bar et
al.,2016).
GoogLeNet CNN detects five common abnormalities, trained and validated on a large
data set (Cicero et al.,2016).
Processes entire radiographs with a pre-trained fine-tuned network with 6 convolution
layers (Hwang et al. ,2016).
MIL framework produces heat map of suspicious regions via deconvolution (Kim and
Hwang ,2016).
Cascade of CNNs at increasing resolution learns bone images from gradients of
radiographs(Yang et al., 2016).

MG, US ADN
MG CNN

Table 5: Deep learning techniques for breast image analysis.
Remarks
Detection of cardiovascular disease based on vessel calcification (Wang et al.,2017).
Semi-supervised CNN for classification of masses (Sun et al., 2016).
CNN for direct classification of future risk of developing cancer based on negative
mammograms (Qiu et al.,2016).
Weakly supervised CNN for localization of masses (Hwang and Kim,2016)
Use a modified region proposal CNN (R-CNN) for the localization and classification of
masses (Akselrod-Ballin et al.,2016).
Four layer ADN, an early form of CNN for mass classification (Jamieson et al.,2012).
First application of a CNN to mammography (Sahiner et al., 1996).
VI. CONCLUSION

Deep Learning may be a fast-moving and proliferating discipline. It’s challenging to make a well-balanced and wellinformed summary view of the latest developments during this field. Thus, it's still harder to possess a vision of its
future applications. Deep learning, also referred to as deep neural network learning may be a new and popular area of
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research that's yielding impressive results and growing fast. within the beginning, the models were simple and
“brittle” that's, they failed to tolerate any deviations from the examples provided during training. Today’s machine
learning approaches are extremely robust to real-world conditions, and also the systems actually get pleasure from the
forced dropout of some data within the learning process. because of the rapid pace of technologic advancements, tasks
previously thought to be limited to humans are taken on by machine learning systems. Machine learning is already
being applied within the practice of radiology, and these applications will probably grow at a rapid pace within the near
future. the employment of machine learning in radiology has important implications for the practice of drugs,
and it's important that we engage this area of research to make sure that the most effective care is afforded to patients.
Understanding the properties of machine learning tools is critical to making sure that they're applied within the safest
and handiest manner.
Many big research organization are acting on deep learning based solution that encourage to use deep learning to
use deep learning on medical images. Looking to the brighter side of machine learning, we hope the earlier human are
going to be replaced in most of the medical application especially diagnosis. However, we must always not consider it
as only solution as there are several challenges that reduces its growth. One in the entire massive barrier is
unavailability of annotated dataset. Thus, this question remains answerable, that whether we'll be able to get enough
training data without effecting the performance of deep learning algorithms. Recent development on other application
showed that bigger the info, better the result, however, how big data can be employed in healthcare.
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